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We consider an arbitrary commutative Banach algebra over the

complex numbers. Let B denote the algebra, {a, b, c, x, y, z, • • • }

its elements, and {X, u, v, • • • } complex numbers. We assume that B

contains a unit element, e, with ||e|| = 1.

If arl exists {aa~l = <z-1a = e), the element a is called "regular." The

set of regular elements will be denoted by G. It is well known that

(1) G is a topological group relative to multiplication and (2) G is

an open subset of B. Since G is open, it is a union of maximal open

connected sets, its components. We call the component d containing

the unit e the "principal component" [l]. It is easy to see that Gi is a

subgroup of G.

The function exp (x)=e+ ^" xn/n\ is defined for all x in B and

has the usual properties of the classical exponential function. If we

let 7Ti(C7i) denote the fundamental group of Gi, we may state our

main result as follows:

Theorem 1. Let P = {x | exp {x) = e}. P is an additive group which is

isomorphic to tti{Gi).

We shall give a complete proof based on Schreier's theory of the

universal covering group and then we shall outline a second proof

which depends only on results from the theory of Banach algebras.2

The result of Schreier which we shall use may be stated as follows [2] :

Theorem. Let B be a simply-connected, locally-connected and locally

simply-connected topological group. If P is a discrete normal subgroup

of B, then the fundamental group of the topological space B/P is iso-

morphic to the group P.

The algebra B, regarded as an additive group with the metric

topology of the norm, clearly satisfies the hypotheses of Schreier's
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1 This result is contained in the author's doctoral dissertation, The theory of

analytic functions in Banach algebras, completed in June 1952 under E. R. Lorch at

Columbia University.

2 The second proof is the one used in the author's dissertation. It was later pointed

out by S. Eilenberg that a different proof is possible if one brings the Schreier theory

to bear.
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theorem. The set P= {x\ exp (x) =e} is obviously a normal subgroup

of B since exp (x —y)=exp (x) exp (—y)=exp (x) [exp(y)]-1.

Further, exp (x) maps B onto the principal component, Gi [3]. It is

clearly a continuous map. It is also an open mapping since its

inverse, log y, is continuous. Thus, exp (x) is an open homomorphism

of the additive topological group B onto the multiplicative topo-

logical group Gi. The kernel of this homomorphism is P, so that B/P

is isomorphic to Gi as topological groups. Hence ti{B/P) is iso-

morphic to 7Ti(Gi). If it can be shown that P is discrete, the Schreier

theorem is applicable and Theorem 1 follows immediately.

To prove P discrete it suffices to show that 0 is an isolated element

of P. Suppose there is a sequence of elements {z„} such that znEP, z„

t^O and lim z„ = 0. By a theorem of Lorch [l], this implies that

z„ = 2iri^yL1 n¡e¡, where the e¡ are idempotent elements (e^ = e¡) and

the My are rational integers. Furthermore, the spectrum of z„ con-

sists of the points 2wini, • • • , 2irink. However, lim ||z„|¡ =0 and, as

is well known, the spectrum of z„ contains no points exterior to the

circle of radius ||zn|!, center at the origin. For sufficiently large n,

this means that wy = 0 for j = l, • • • , k; i.e. z„ = 0. This contradiction

completes the proof.

Now we shall indicate a more elementary and constructive proof

in which no recourse is had to the Schreier theory.

First we establish a lemma concerning the function exp (x).

Lemma: Let wB = exa (x0) and 0<e<l/||wo"I||- Let

s m ¿ (Nil*)"
i n

If E is the set {w\ \\w—w0\\ <(}, then for every w in E there is an x

such that ||x —Xo|| <S and exp (x) =w.

Proof. Choosing w = w0-\-b where ||&|| <«, we have \\wq xw—e||

= ||7u0"lè|| ^llwo^Hlôll <1. Hence w^lw is in Gi and there is an ele-
ment c in B such that exp (c) =wö1w. In fact, we may take

CO

c= Z) — (!/«)(* — wôlw)n
i

so that ||c|| < 2" (l/w)(||wu"1||e)B = S. The element x=x0+c satisfies

the conclusion of the lemma. It is important to note that 5 approaches

0 as « approaches 0.

Using this lemma, we are able to prove

Theorem 2. Let K: {f(s), 0 ^s ^ 1} be a curve in Gi joining e =/(0)
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to w=f{l). There exists an element z in B such that exp (z) =w and the

curve K{z): {exp (te), 0 ^/ ^ 1} is homotopic to K in Gi.

Proof. If z, is such that exp (z.) =/(s), let K{z,) denote the curve

{exp (te,), O^î^l}. K{z,) is a compact set in G\. Hence, there is a

number p>0 such that every sphere with center on K{zt) and radius

p is contained in Gi. Choose e such that 0<e<min {p, 1}. There is

a number 7(e)>0 such that ||/(0— /(s)|| <e whenever \r—s\ <y{e).

By the lemma, there is an element zr such that ||zr —zs|| <S and exp (zr)

=/(r), where 5= £1"  (l/»)(||[f(5)]-l||e)"f that is, zr = z,+b where

Ml«.
For all t, O^t^ 1, ||exp (ter) -exp (te,)|| ^Ijexp (te,)|| -|| exp {tb) -e\\

^ Eo" (l/«!)|kllB- Ei" (l/«!)||6||n^exp ||z,|| £r 5-/»!. By choosing
e sufficiently small, thereby making 5 small, we have ||exp (ter)

— exp (te,)|| <p. It follows that K{z,) is homotopic in Gi to the curve

K{zT)\JK'r consisting of K{zr) followed by the arcK'r: {/(«), r^u^s}.

In particular, since exp (0) =/(0) = e, there is an r > 0 and an ele-

ment zr such that K{zr) is homotopic to the arc K'0: {f{s)¡O^s^r}.

The set of all real numbers r for which this holds has a least upper

bound, pal. Suppose ju<l. We obtain a contradiction.

Let exp {z¿)=f{u). There is an element z,' such that K{z¿) is

homotopic to K{z¡)\JK'¡, s<u. But there is a z, such that ÜC(z,) is

homotopic to K'0. Since exp (z,')=exp {z,)=f{s), we have z, = z', +c

where exp (c)=e. Let zM = z„'+e. It is simple to show that K{zß) is

homotopic to K{z,)KJK, which is, in turn, homotopic to Ko\JK^ = Kq.

Hence K{zß) is homotopic to Kq. By the same reasoning, there is a

number Si>p such that Kq is homotopic to K{ztl), contradicting the

assumption on p. Therefore, /x = l.

The next theorem then follows easily.

Theorem 3. Every closed curve in Gi with e as initial and end point

is homotopic in Gi to a curve K{b) of the form {exp {tb) \ 0 ^ t ^ 1, exp {b)

= e). If exp {b')=e and b^b', then K{b') is not homotopic to K{b).

Thus each homotopy class contains precisely one curve of the form

{exp {tb), 0 ^ / g 1} where exp (6) = e.

Proof. The first part of the theorem is obtained by choosing any

point w=f{s) on K. By Theorem 2, there is a z such that K{z) is

homotopic to K'0 and a z' such that K{z') is homotopic to K\. The

element b=z' — z gives the desired result.

Noting that fK(b)X~1dx = b and finbi)X~1dx = b', we see that K{b)

cannot be homotopic to K{b'), for in that event, the integrals would
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be equal by the Cauchy integral theorem (by [l] and a result in the

author's dissertation not yet published).

Theorem 1 follows directly from Theorem 3.
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REMARK ON A FORMULA FOR THE BERNOULLI NUMBERS

L. CARLITZ

Some years ago Garabedian [l] proved the following formula:

(_1)*+1(¿+ 1)    * ¿ri*

where the even suffix notation is employed for the Bernoulli numbers.

The proof of (1) made use of the sum of a certain divergent series.

We wish to point out that (1) is not new. It can be found (in some-

what different notation) in [3, p. 224, formula (68)].

It may be of interest to give a short proof of (1). We use the

formula [2, p. 28]

(2) Ck = 2*+1(l - 2*+*)——,
k+1

where the Ck are the coefficients in the Euler polynomial :

(3) Ek(x) = (x + —)  = ¿ (   \ 2-'C,xk

Then in view of

(4) Ek(x + 1) + Ek(x) = 2x\

we have

(5) Ek(x) = ( 1 + — A)   x" = Z (- 1)*2-»AS
\ 2     / ,=o
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